Workshop 1: Macroeconomics, finance and the crisis
Coordination: Trevor Evans, evans@hwr-berlin.de

Örjan Appelqvist
Keynes and Myrdal: Which kind of interventionism?

Eckhard Hein & Achim Truger
Financial crisis, global recession, economic policy reactions and long-run requirements for a Keynesian New Deal – The case of Germany

Marica Frangakis & John Grahl
EU policy initiatives in the financial regulatory and supervisory area

Dominique Plihon
Finance and the crisis

Workshop 2: The crisis and its social impact
Coordination: Diane Wehlau, wehlau@uni-bremen.de & Mahmood Messkoub, messkoub@iss.nl

Malcolm Sawyer
Financial crisis and inequality

Martin Schuerz
Wealth distribution and financial crisis

Janusz Tomidajevicz
Fault of distribution as primary factor of crisis of liberal capitalism

Antonios Roumpakis
Financial crisis and pension funds

Workshop 3: The EU and the crisis in the regions
Coordination: Miren Etxezarreta, metxezarreta@telefonica.net

Catherine Sifakis
From progress to backtracking on European Union. The role of states in economic and monetary integration

Jeremy Leaman
What price the loss of progressivity in taxation? Europe’s failure and its consequences

Erinc Yeldan
Lessons of peripheral development in a speculative led environment: Turkey post- 2000

Jolanta Suspinska
How Poland was looking for theoretical and political arguments in its evasion from the global crisis. The role of social policy

Irina Curkina
Causes of economic crises in small transition countries: Case of Latvia

Workshop 4: Capitalism, ecology and restructuring
Coordination: Frieder Otto Wolf, FOW@snafu.de

Andrea Fumagalli/Stefano Lucarelli
Cognitive capitalism as a financial economy of production

Lutz Mez
Economics of nuclear power

Frieder Otto Wolf
The latent economics of EU environmental policies
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